
star trek
episode 1:  future reflections

 "What was once history becomes the future.  And, in this golden age of 
discovery, new heroes are forged as they explore strange new worlds, seek new 
life, and new civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone before."

2384.164:  Bajoran Wormhole

 In a whirlpool of color and light, the Bajoran Wormhole flares open, 
swirling brilliant azure hues.  Odd striations of vibrant orange and pulsing 
crimson flash through the sworl like angry lightning.
 The chatter from Deep Space 9’s sensor stations is sudden and excited.  
Not since the reopening of the wormhole in 2375 has such a display been seen, 
and even then, it was not quite like this.
2384.205:  Earth Spacedock, Sol System

 A perimeter beacon gives a brief proximity alert, but then falls silent.  the 
USS Thunderchild maneuvers to investigate, discovering a smashed beacon.  
Initial reports indicate it was struck by a micro-meteorite.
 An infintesimal shimmer filters through Earth’s atmosphere, and down 
in San Francisco, in a deep underground vault, just outside of a shielded zone, 
the shimmer of transporters surprises several red-shirted security personnel.  
They have little time to react to the black-clad soldiers that appear before them 
and are vaporized by phaser fire.  With cruel and cold efficiency, the tactical squad 
moves through the secure facility, disintegrating any opposition.  It is only two 
minutes after their arrival that the first alarm is raised, but by then, it is too late; 
the guarded data has been hijacked and the pirates have already transported 
away.  Another infintesimal shimmer is the only evidence that a ship was ever in 
orbit.
 Starfleet goes on high alert the moment it is discovered that one of their 
closest guarded secrets has been stolen.
2384.236:  Bajoran Wormhole

 It flares again in a swirl of blue, red, and orange, slucing open like a 
stellar maw, only to close again, swallowing its unknown meal.
2233.85.25:  Depths of Unexplored Space

 The USS Kelvin reports the sudden appearance of a singularity, spiking 
sensor readings and indicating unheard of power-levels.  While taking readings, 
an unknown vessel appears and the Kelvin is annihilated.  There are no survivors.  
 Starfleet lists the vessel, and all hands, as lost during the singularity 
survey.
2266.179:  Starfleet Academy, Sol System

 A class of recent graduates receive their starship assignments, board 
transport shuttles and head out to begin their new life amongst the stars...
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Chapter One:  Look Alive
[Narrative and Roleplaying.  No scene Aspects.]
 The episode begins with the crew being assigned to USS Solace, a 
Detroit-class Support Frigate.  It is an older model (although, arguably, all of 
Starfleet is currently made up of “older models”) emergency response vessel.  
Over the years, the Detroit-class starships have proven their worth and value to 
the Federation, and the Solace is no exception.  Under the concise command of 
Christopher Pike, the Solace holds a strong record over the past four years of 
disaster intervention and life preservation.
 Captain Pike is known as a man that neither minces words nor tolerates 
complacency.  “An ERV is no place for idle hands,” is a favored saying of his.
 Upon arrival, the group is met at the airlock by the botswain, Lieutenant 
Cartwright.  He has the group line up and then welcomes them to the USS 
Solace, Federation’s “savior”.  He “advises” them to not make friends with the 
captain, that Captain Pike “is not your friend, he is not your brother, your 
commrade, or your father.  He has friends, he has commrades, he has family.  
You are his subordinates, he is your superior.  Do as he orders, do well, and you 
will do well.  Act on your own, disobey his orders, and you will find yourself in a 
sealed suit, scrubbing the outer hull during warp flight.  Stow your gear and 
report to your stations; we are underway in fifteen.”
 Ten minutes later, the captain addresses the crew, “This is Captain Pike.  
We have been given our orders.  Upon leaving Sol we are to deliver parts to 
Anaxar.  Warp in five.”
 The crew can feel the deck rumble as the Solace moves away from the 
spaceport under impulse, then, exactly five minutes later, Solace shudders as it 
enters warp.  There is a strong sensation of acceleration for about ten seconds, 
then the dampeners kick on and the feeling drops to only a slight impression.  
The Solace is under way. 
 The trip is meant to last 9 days.  Six days out, however, the vessel picks 
up a distress call.  
 2266.185.75, Captain Pike addresses the crew, “Yellow alert.  ERTs 
standby.  Prep shuttles and workbee swarm for launch.  EMT at the ready, prepare 
to receive subjects.  Bridge rotation now.  Drop from warp in eight minutes.”  This 
address gives the command for all crew to make ready, Emergency Response 
Teams and Emergency Medical Teams are to be ready and on standby.  All 
shuttles and workbees are to be ready to launch, and the bridge crew needs to 
rotate out so there’s a fresh, rested crew at essential stations (this brings several 
to the bridge for their first shift with the captain).
 When the Bridge relief arrives, Captain Pike sighs and says, “You greens 
do know how to operate actual starship consoles?”  As they take their stations, 
with their relieved officers giving them sympathetic looks, Pike explains the 
situation, “We received a distress call from USS Pacific, an Ocean-class transport.  
They were attacked by an Orion Marauder-class destroyer and are now adrift, 
without engines and power.  Life support is on emergency power and has less 
than 24-hours remaining.  I don’t know what they teach cadets about Orion 
contacts, but left doesn’t mean gone.  Tactical, look alive.”
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Chapter Two:  Wounded Whale
[Action and Roleplaying.  Detroit-class and Ocean-class Aspects.  Scene Aspects:  
PANICKED PASSENGERS, POWERLESS SHIP, and THETA LEAK]
 Solace drops from warp about 12,000 km from the powerless Pacific.  
Brought up on-screen, the giant whale of a starship floats like a dead fish.  Some 
debris can be seen floating off the vessel’s two nacelles.  Sensor readings are 
expected and not overly difficult (Sensors roll; Diff 4).  Success reads 186 stable 
lifesigns, 7 deceased, no power, failing life support, and a damaged warp core 
that is leaking theta radiation.  
 Theta radiation, as an engineer or doctor can describe, is related to 
antimatter radiation and results from core or conduit leaks.  It is very dangerous 
to organic life, although in microscopic doses it can cleanse inorganic material of 
bacteria.  Symptoms of theta radiation poisoning include hallucinations while the 
final stages include organ degredation prior to death.  The theta radiation leak will 
contaminate transporters until it is contained, so shuttlecraft will have to be on 
active rotation to deliver medical, repair, and security teams while also transport-
ing back survivors.
 Docking with Pacific is relatively easy for the shuttle pilots to do 
(alternatively, PCs can pilot a workbee), the only difficulty comes from the power-
less transport.  Once the airlocks are open, the crew of the Solace are greeted by 
the harried Pacific stewards and panicked passengers.  Before people can just 
pile into a shuttle, the doctors will have to clear them, meanwhile damage control 
teams head down to Engineering to plug the theta leak and restore operational 
power.
 Taken in order, the first step will be to organize the passengers into 
wounded and unwounded and instill some degree of calm and orderliness 
(Persuasion; Diff 5; can be complicated by compelling several scene Aspects).  
Success calms the passengers, allowing the doctors to work and the engineering 
team to pass.  Failure excites them more.  Three failures could result in a 
panicked stampede for the shuttles.
 Once the passengers are calmed, the doctors can get to work and the 
damage control teams can head to Engineering.  Diagnosing the passengers and 
crew of the Pacific is not challenging, but it is time-consuming (Reasoning; Diff 
4; Spin clears a shuttle-full).  Those with theta radiation poisoning (a few) and 
those with minor injuries (numerous) should be treated with medical attention 
prior to boarding the shuttles (Reasoning; Diff 4 for the injuries; essentially Mild 
consequences; Diff 6 for the poisoning, likely with hyronalin injections, which 
requires a hypospray Declaration and should make treatment much easier).  
Diagnosing and treating 186 people will take some time, however, several hours, 
at least.
 Damage control teams will have their own challenges down in Engineer-
ing, where the core took some damage and sprung its leak.  Locating the leak will 
require some searching to find the right conduit (Perception; Diff 6; use of an 
engineering tricorder would make it much easier); repairing it will take time and 
effort (Craft; Diff 6).
 As Pike anticipated, while undergoing repairs, the Orions return.
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Chapter Three:  Battle for Pacific
[Action and Roleplaying.  Scene Aspects:  PANICKED PASSENGERS, POWERLESS SHIP, and 
THETA LEAK]
 Solace has a chance (Sensors; Diff 8) to spot the signature-muffling 
Orion vessel as it approaches.  Success spots it six million kilometers out, giving 
everyone about two minutes’ warning.  Otherwise, the pirates arrive seemingly 
out of nowhere.  If given time, Pike will maneuver Solace into a blockading 
position between the Orions and Pacific, with shields and weapons fully charged.
 The Orion Marauder-class destroyer, Vina (under the command of Pirate 
Princess Jemaxa), exits from warp one hundred thirty kilometers from Pacific, 
practically on top of the two Federation vessels, its disruptor cannons firing.  The 
pirates will maneuver close to Pacific in an attempt to dock.  Failing that, they will 
begin beaming over, taking attempting to establish a foothold in deserted 
portions of the vessel.  The inherent Orion resistance to radiation will make the 
theta leak less dangerous to them, something they will utilize in Engineering.
 Therefore, there winds up being three separate scenes running simulta-
neously.  First, there is the capital engagement between Solace and Vina; Solace 
is out-gunned, but Vina, being an older vessel, has weaker defenses.  Second, 
there are the shuttles and workbee swarm that act independently of Solace, but 
can still influence the conflict -- particularly due to the fact that Vina has no deflec-
tor shields.  Finally, the pirates that board Pacific prove a difficult challenge -- they 
are after cargo and possible slave labor, and do not care about damage to the ship 
or passengers, whereas Starfleet security has to repel the Orions without causing 
civilian casualties or worsening the condition of Pacific.
 Taking these in order, the capital ship conflict will involve positioning 
and lock-ons to be successful.  Therefore, every exchange, the Orions will be 
making opposed piloting rolls against Solace to maintain clear firing arcs, in 
addition to solid sensor locks.  Vina will ignore the shuttlecraft and workbees, so 
long as they are not a viable threat.  This could be one of the Orion’s most easily 
exploited weaknesses.  Once either of the smaller craft become troublesome, 
however, the Orion’s have no issue with firing disruptors at the auxilliary vessels.
 The pirates aboard Pacific move with vicious brutality.  They utilize their 
assault disruptors without regard for civilian casualties or collateral damage -- 
they are not interested in capturing the vessel.  They will operate in five teams of 
ten (all male).  Two will move through the cargo bays, tagging cargo for transport, 
one group heads to Engineering to worsen the theta radiation leak, while the final 
two rove the hallways, capturing passengers and fighting Starfleet security.  
 Jemaxa will order a general retreat, and quickly beam any remaining 
pirates back aboard Vina, if her starship suffers three consequences.  Of course, 
as she departs, the Orion “princess” will threaten that Starfleet has not heard the 
last of the “dread pirate Jemaxa!”   In the aftermath, however, Solace can affect 
enough repairs that Pacific can make it to Axanar (which is two light years away).
[Rewards:  1 Merit and 1 Accolade “To Boldly Go...”]  
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STARFLEET HUMAN CAPTAIN  DUTY-DRIVEN NO TIME FOR FUN

COMPLACENCY BREEDS DISASTER DESICIVE BY-THE-NUMBERS

Agility:  2 Endurance:  2 Perception:  2 Strength:  2
Craft:  2 Knowledge:  2 Reasoning:  3 Willpower:  2
EX-ENGINEER; 3RD GEN DETROIT   
RESOURCEFUL STARFLEET CAPTAIN 

Deception:  2 Empathy:  2 Persuasion:  2 Resources:  2
  BRUTALLY “IF THEY LIKE

  BLUNT  ME, I’M NOT 
    DOING MY JOB”
    
Engineer - Starship Construction (+2 on relevant Craft rolls or +1  
 on Assessments)
Fearless (+2 Willpower to resist fear-related effects)
Grace Under Fire (+2 Initiative in conflicts)
Iron Will II (+4 Composure stress boxes)
Precise Memory (+2 bonus to recall information)
Warp Theorist (+2 Craft pertaining to warp engines)

Starfleet Uniform, Communicator, Type I Phaser (S/L; Beam; WR  
 +2; Rng: 0 zones; DISINTEGRATION, HEAVY STUN, THERMAL)

Physical  nnnn  Armor  nn
Composure  nnnnnnnn
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christopher pike
 As captain of a Detroit-class ERV, Chris-
topher Pike is a concise, no-nonsense, and 
brutally blunt captain that commands through 
need and requirement rather than inspiration and 
friendship.  He has no desire to fraternize with his 
crew or “make friends”; complacency breeds 
disaster is something he is fond of saying.  When 
in command, Captain Pike expects his orders to 
be followed.  Intuition and initiative are not 
qualities that get members of his crew far.  The 
job of a Detroit’s crew is to save lives, not 
carouse.



STARFLEET OFFICER  ASSIGNED TO THE SOLACE  
ERV CREW  CROSS-TRAINED

Agility:  2 Endurance:  2 Perception:  2 Strength:  2
Craft:  2 Knowledge:  2 Reasoning:  2 Willpower:  2
DEEP SPACE   EMERGENCY READY FOR ACTION

REPAIR    RELIEF

Deception:  2 Empathy:  2 Persuasion:  2 Resources:  2
 
   
None

Starfleet Uniform, Communicator, Type I Phaser (S/L; Beam; WR  
 +2; Rng: 0 zones; DISINTEGRATION, HEAVY STUN, THERMAL),  
 Engineering or Medical Kit (as needed)
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Composure  nnnn
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crew of the SOLACE
 The crew of the Detroit-class Support 
Frigate, USS Solace, know their jobs.  They are 
highly-trained, efficient emergency response 
workers within Starfleet.  Most of them have 
grown accustomed to Captain Pike’s harsh, 
intollerant method of command, and as such, 
have proven to be quite capable under pressure.  
Department specialists aboard the Solace are 
rare, as crew members are cross-trained to 
maximize efficiency and results.



ORION PIRATE  THE REAL SLAVES  CRUEL AND HEARTLESS  

Agility:  2 Endurance:  2 Perception:  2 Strength:  2
DIRTY FIGHTER DURABLE   CYBERNETIC 
      AUGMENTATIONS

Craft:  2 Knowledge:  1 Reasoning:  1 Willpower:  2
Deception:  1 Empathy:  1 Persuasion:  1 Resources:  2
    MERCANTILE

Radiation Resistant (+2 End. rolls to resist UV radiation)
Tough (+2 Physical stress boxes)

Knife (Lethal; WR +1; Rng:  Melee or thrown 1 zone; SMALL (P))
Disruptor Pistol (Stun/Lethal; WR +4; Rng: 2 zones; DISINTEGRATION,  
 THERMAL)
or 
Assault Disruptor (Stun/Lethal; Autofire; WR +4; Rng: 2 zones;  
 DISINTEGRATION, THERMAL)
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orion pirate
 Brutish, physically potent, and utterly 
subservient to their female pirate princess, Orion 
pirates a scourge on the galaxy.  They follow 
orders without question, enslaving and plunder-
ing for resale on their black market.  Personal 
freedoms and the emotions of others are 
irrelevant to the heartless and cruel Orion pirate.  
Many possess highly illegal cybernetic augmenta-
tion implants, making them stronger and more 
durable.  Those same implants also make them 
more susceptible to creative means of attack.
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Star Trek

Ocean-Class Transport

Date Commissioned:  2158  
 The Ocean-class Transport is a marvel of passenger and cargo trans-
portation.  The massive, cigar-shaped body is designed to be a “palace 
among the stars”, able to deliver nearly any luxury its passengers may desire.  
Fourteen decks accomodate the passengers with restaurants, shops, 
lounges, pools, dance clubs, recreational sports rooms, and the like.  With a 
few minor changes to its modular layout, and the Ocean Transport can haul 
tremendous cargo.

planetary shield generators, atmospheric processors, and the like.  Without 
large cargo, the Ocean-class can carry up to 5,767 standard cargo containers.

Sample Ships in Service

Name   Registry Notes
USS Atlantic  NCC-T54 Assigned to Vulcan sector.
USS Pacific  NCC-T79 Assigned to Mempa sector.
USS Tranquility  NCC-T91 Assigned to Risa.

 The main cargo 
hold has a maximum capac-
ity of 111,000 cubic meters, 
allowing it to fit nearly 
anything that can fit through 
its 28 meter loading hatches.  
This enables the Ocean-class 
Transport to haul large items 
most other vessels simply 
could not manage:  prefabri-
cated space station compo-
nents, earth moving equip-
ment, fusion and M/ARC 
reactors, chemical factories, Ocean-class bridge
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Star Trek

Ocean-Class Transport

Starship Data
Decks:  14

Length:  245.5m Height:  97.2m Beam:  65m

Crew:  85  Passengers:  265

Drives:   PB-4 Warp Drive (Warp Factor 3 cruising/4 maximum/5 emergency)
 SBC Impulse Drive (.5c maximum)
Defenses:  Class 1 Deflector Grid
Weapon Systems: 1x Tractor Beam (aft)
Features:   Class 1 Operations System with Extended Life Support, Starfleet Database  
  Access, and Personnel Transporter Pads
  Cargo Bay
  Launch Bay (8x Type F UFP Shuttlecraft)

Mechanical Data
Size:  4     Fate Points:  3  

Aspects: COMFORTABLE PASSENGER TRANSPORT PALACE OF THE STARS MASSIVE STORAGE

Crew:  2  Maneuverability:  1  Structure:  3 Sensors:  2
LUXURIOUS   POOR TURN RATE  BLOATED DESIGN 
ACCOMODATIONS

Speed:  2  Systems:  1  Weapons:  0
     
Advantages:  Computer Library I (+1), Deflector Shields, Escape Pods, Launch Bay, Medical Bay 
(Sickbay) I (+1), Tractor Beam (Strength 5), Transporters, Warp Drive

Stress Tracks & Consequences
Shields:   nnnnn  
Struct.:   nnnnnnn   
Systems:   nnnnn
Crew:   nnnnnn 
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Star Trek

Orion Marauder-Class Destroyer

Date Commissioned:  2062  
 Orions are one of the oldest star-faring species in the galaxy, and 
many of their starships are centuries old in design, as well.  The Marauder-
class Destroyer has served the Orions well for over two centuries.  It played 
pivotal roles in nearly every major engagement for the first century and a half 
of its existence.  Outdated by today’s standards, most notably the lack of 
deflector shields, the Marauder still boasts potent weaponry and modest 
armor.

Sample Ships at Large

Name   Registry Notes
OSS D’shana  SSC-1079 Last seen near Hromi Cluster.
OSS Narshan  SSC-1211 Last seen near Risa.
OSS B’tean  SSC-1256 Last seen near Nausicaa.
OSS Vina   SSC-1342 Last seen near Andoria.

Marauder-class bridge

 Equipped with four, 
forward-firing disruptor cannons and 
a single torpedo tube, the Marauder 
still packs a punch.  The fact that it 
can carry one hundred troops is what 
makes it so appealing as a pirate 
vessel.  With the state of the Orion-
run black market as it is, the 
Marauder fulfills it’s currently allotted 
role well.
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Star Trek

Orion Marauder-Class Destroyer

Starship Data
Decks:  11

Length:  186.2m Height:  43.2m Beam:  118m

Crew:  115 Passengers:  100

Drives:   OIP-2 Warp Drive (Warp Factor 3 cruising/4 maximum/5 emergency)
 OIU Impulse Drive (.75c maximum)
Defenses:  Polarized Hull
Weapon Systems: 4x Light Disruptor Cannons (fore)
  1x FST Mark III Spatial Torpedo Launcher (fore)
Features:   Class 1 Operations System with Extended Life Support and Personnel  
  Transporter Pads
  Cargo Bay

Mechanical Data
Size:  4     Fate Points:  3  

Aspects: ORION PIRATE SHIP DANGEROUS DESTROYER  ARCHAIC SYSTEMS

Crew:  2  Maneuverability:  2  Structure:  3 Sensors:  2
OVERCONFIDENT    STURDY HULL 
BRIGANDS

Speed:  2  Systems:  1  Weapons:  3
     NARROW FIRING ARC

Advantages:  Escape Pods, Light Disruptor Cannons (WR +5; -2 accuracy), Polarized Hull (+2 vs 
Energy), Reinforced Structure, Torpedo Launcher (WR+4), Transporters, Warp Drive

Stress Tracks & Consequences
Struct.:   nnnnnnnnn   
Systems:   nnnnn
Crew:   nnnnnn 




